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PREFACE
The concept of social well being is precisely helpful in many ways. No matter, what type of way
or path is pursuing to achieve the sublime objectivity. Of course, imparting knowledge or
removing darkness and to bring the society towards enlighten entity, is the most precious, pious
and constructive act. “Work is worship” the sole and most enthusiastic preaching of ancient
“Rishis and Saints” is still relevant to us and we proudly admit that we have been endeavoring,
offering and tendering our best input in keeping view that a strong resolution and sustained
endeavor can lead towards our dream and objectivity.
The trees and flower of a garden have to be trimmed to make it look stunning and appealing,
otherwise the plants and bushes will go haywire and spoil the beauty of garden and won’t reap
proper blossoms. Similarly, a child has to be pruned of its baser instincts and trained in a proper
manner, in order to be beneficial to society. For this, KBS provides its pupils with the right kind
of education. In keeping with the needs of the society and not only create great professionals
excelling in their fields’ but also good human beings.
Mr. Sanjeev Lama, Prakash Baral and Arjun Simkhada got selected in their respective
professional courses the first one is doing MBBS from Kathmandu University and others two in
engineering college doing their BE from TU.
PINNACLE EVENTS AT GLANCE
1. NEW-ADMISSION
KBS is liberally lapping up new-admission every year within its potential to cope the
things prudently. This year too its strength has climbed up to a little bit more than 900.
All classes have two sections from Nurs. to X. This is in fact an enormous responsibility
to carry through the task successfully.
2. An unforgettable Event “6th May Peace Day”
KBS is determined to pay humble tribute to the departed soul Late Ven. Pema Rigzin
whose message of love and peace is still relevant to us, guiding and inspiring us for
excelling our approaches with resilience up to the last moment of life.
It is an extremely important and convincing day of deep topical relevance meant for
every votary of peace and harmony. On May 6, we celebrate with sublime and sincere
gratitude just by organizing “P.R. Contest personality test” in the name of the great soul
to the best in the personality test. This year award has been conferred to Ms. Shila
Niraula, Class 9.
3. An Outstanding Landmark
KBS eventually achieved its long awaited landmark and greater height by securing
highest percentage and crossed the landmark of 90%. Its one brilliant scholar Mr. Safal
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Lama secured 91% in SLC batch 2014. School is proud of Safal Lama and other 15
students who got excellent distinction in SLC.
A Courtesy Visit
We are dreadfully obliged to the Right honourable Dr. Villiam Schjelderup and his wife
and members of Forderkreis Pattenschullen led by Mrs Barbara Krahl whose courtesy
visit has immensely helped to consolidate our verve and nerve in context of acquisitions
of knowledge. We extend our sincere and sublime thanks for all of their great insight and
deeds for the cause.
Co-Curricular, A right approach
Co-curricular activities have become integral and essential part of our education in a
sense that human excellence and latent get nurtured through a constructive approach. So,
we provide a right platform, from where varying degrees of intelligence and aptitude
come to fruition.
The summaries of program are as follows:
S. No. Category
Title
Group
1.
English Symposium
Corruption in public life
SENIOR
2.
Drawing Competition
Free Topic
ALL
3.
Nepali Debate
Dowry’s vs. Education
SENIOR
4.
General Quiz
ALL
5.
Handwriting Competition
ALL
6.
Maths’ + Science Quiz
SENIOR
7.
Free Nepali Poem Competition SENIOR
8.
Computer Quiz
SENIOR
9.
Elocution:
Nepali
Commercial Education is need of SENIOR
present time
English
Sustainable Development
SENIOR
Tibetan
Character and Education
SENIOR
An intelligent pursuit in modern epoch;
A wonderful experience and satisfactory outcome through intellectual exposition of
Group discussion (G.D.), where elite group of KBS getting prepared for challenges in
years to come. Because discussion on various topics not only assisting the group to
increase their intellectual abilities but widening their horizons. We proudly share that
tangible outcome of this Endeavour. Needless to say many scholars from G.D. group
have superbly excelled in their higher studies with excellent approach.
Children’s Day
The Children’s day is highly awaited, as it is the day when even the small children are
keen on watching proudly their seniors and fellow beings participating in different
activities or working hard on stage.
The teachers and students both keep their eyes wide open for outstanding performances.
Yet, the preparation begins a fortnight ago when the school announces the celebration

and the entire school gets caught-up in Frenzy on the 14th September. Students try to
come-up with innovative ideas so that the item of their house could get award.
8. A Creative outlet
This is a new but gripping pursuit recently embraced with a creative approach i.e.
Greetings Card Competition on the eve of important festivals viz. Deepawali and Losar.
This effort got wide appreciation from different nook and corners. The institution
presented award to the best three in each language.
9. KBS Jumla and KBS Simikot;
In consideration of the length of the report, every activity of the two schools in the
mountain could not be included here in detail. But same types of co-curricular activities
are followed through-out the year along with the daily curriculum for the betterment of
the children’s potentiality and knowledge.
Both the schools are making excellent progress academically and the kids are brilliant
and disciplined. It could be said on the basis of outstanding results in different academic
programs organized by govt. and non govt. organizations in the districts. We are proud to
announce that KBS Jumla has been declared as one of the best schools in the district in
year 2014. At the same time the first groups of children from this school, are appearing in
the SLC Examination March 2015. Hope that they would do it well.
BIG THANKS
KBS family is thriving hard for its sustainable academic caliber. Nonetheless the
Emergence of many unfavorable situations, our pursuits are not only to educate to the
underprivileged children but also prepare citizens for noble, meaningful and sublime
objectivity i.e. “Peaceful and harmonious Society”. Of course, the determined goal is
quite difficult but your noble greetings and postulated ascriptions will surely develop the
iron grit required to preserve sustainable resilience even in the face of overwhelming
difficulties.
Our judicious thanks always leap at to reach at your threshold for your noblesse oblige to
the cause and concern.
“MERRY CHRISTMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR”
Dec, the day of forgiveness is universally recognized, attributing towards peace and
prosperity for which your prolonged wait is about to end.

25th

We sublimely extend our noble greetings; May this day touch in the most delightful way
where your aspirations touch the sky and your hopes reach brighter horizons approaching
you with “Peace and Love”.

